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Abstract
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are increasingly used for position-
ing in urban environments and precise timing in critical infrastructures. These
scenarios are challenging for GPS receivers because building reflection and ob-
struction contribute to GPS signal degradation in urban environments, while
potential jamming and spoofing attacks disrupt GPS time synchronization in
critical infrastructures.
We propose using Direct Position Estimation (DPE), augmented with ad-
ditional navigation information, to enable robust GPS receiver operation in
challenging scenarios. Unlike conventional methods, such as scalar and vector
tracking, DPE performs Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of the nav-
igation solution on the raw GPS signal. DPE initializes multiple navigation
candidates and searches for the candidate that maximizes the cross-correlation
between the expected GPS signal reception and the received GPS signal. The
direct search and inherent joint optimization across multiple satellite signals
make DPE more robust than scalar and vector tracking. In addition, since the
parameter of interest is the navigation solution, DPE provides a natural frame-
work for directly incorporating additional navigation information.
The contribution of this thesis is to design and experimentally validate al-
gorithms for deeply integrating additional navigation information into DPE.
To improve the robustness of DPE in multipath caused by building reflection,
we propose transforming non-line-of-sight (NLOS) GPS signals from being un-
wanted interferences to useful navigation signals. We include NLOS GPS signals
into the expected GPS signal reception as additional line-of-sight (LOS) GPS
signals to virtual satellites at mirror-image positions. The satellite mirror-image
positions are calculated using information of building reflection surfaces, esti-
mated from available three-dimensional (3D) maps. We conducted experiments
in front of the 50 m by 40 m wind tunnel located at NASA’s Ames Research
Center in Mountain View, California, utilizing the surface of the wind tunnel as
a reflector of GPS signals. We demonstrated through our experiment, improved
robustness in terms of horizontal positioning accuracy, due to the constructive
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integration of NLOS GPS signals.
In urban environments where GPS sensing is hindered by building obstruc-
tion, we propose addressing buildings as additional navigation features instead
of undesirable obstacles. We deeply integrate DPE with image map-matching of
images captured by an onboard camera against geo-referenced images. The nav-
igation solutions directly estimated from both DPE and image map-matching
are fused and used in close-loop GPS signal and camera image tracking. We
conducted experiments with joint collections of GPS signals and camera images
on our university campus in Urbana, Illinois. We demonstrated, through our
experiment, improved robustness in terms of positioning availability, due to the
additional vision information.
In addition to positioning, GPS receivers are used for time synchronization
in critical infrastructures, where they are vulnerable to malicious attacks. For
robust GPS time estimation, we propose using the known, static GPS receiver
location as prior information. Estimation of the 3D position, clock bias, 3D
velocity and clock drift parameters is reduced to estimation of only the clock
bias and clock drift parameters. We conducted experiments on the rooftop
of our laboratory in Urbana, Illinois, using the collected signals in simulated
jamming and spoofing attacks. We demonstrated improved robustness in terms
of anti-jamming and anti-spoofing, due to the information redundancy gained
from parameter reduction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Emerging applications are pushing the boundaries of GPS-based position and
time estimation. GPS receivers are often used for urban positioning, where
they are affected by multipath effects and low signal availability [1,2], as shown
in Figure 1.1 (a). In addition, GPS receivers are also employed in critical in-
frastructures [3] such as the power grid, communication networks and financial
institutions for precise timing [4,5]. The weak and unencrypted nature of civil-
ian GPS signals, however, make civilian GPS receivers vulnerable to malicious
attacks [6], as shown in Figure 1.1 (b).
building 
reflection
building 
obstruction
GPS positioning in 
urban environments
(a)
false position 
and time
true position 
and time
malicious 
broadcast
(b)
Figure 1.1: Issues affecting GPS receiver operation in challenging scenarios;
(a) degradation of GPS positioning in urban environments due to building re-
flection and obstruction; (b) attack on a GPS receiver via a malicious broadcast.
In this thesis, we propose using Direct Position Estimation (DPE) [7–9],
augmented with additional navigation information [10–13], to enable robust
GPS operation in challenging scenarios.
1.1 Direct Position Estimation
DPE is an unconventional GPS position and time estimation technique. It ini-
tializes multiple candidates in the navigation domain and correlates the expected
signal receptions at candidate states with the received signal. Using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE), it performs a direct search, with inherent joint
optimization across multiple satellites, for the navigation solution on the signal
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correlations [7, 8]. An overview of DPE is shown in Figure 1.2
correlate expected signal 
receptions at candidate 
states with received signal
perform MLE 
on correlations
initialize multiple 
candidates in the 
navigation domain
DPE 
solution
Figure 1.2: Overview of Direct Position Estimation (DPE). The grid points
represent candidates initialized in the navigation domain; the color saturation
of the grid points represents correlation amplitude.
The direct search and joint optimization across multiple satellites make DPE
a robust GPS position and time estimation technique [14]. In contrast, conven-
tional techniques, such as scalar tracking, first estimate intermediate pseudo-
range and pseudorange rate measurements to each satellite in view [15, 16],
then solve for the navigation solution, typically via an iterative least-squares
approach [17, 18]. Vector tracking, a more robust approach than scalar track-
ing, jointly processes intermediate measurements across multiple satellites in
view, by mapping intermediate measurement residuals into shared navigation
residuals [19, 20]. Vector tracking, however, is still an indirect navigation esti-
mation process that uses intermediate measurements. In addition, intermedi-
ate measurement residuals are still separately estimated across multiple satel-
lites [21, 22]. While scalar and vector tracking discard intermediate measure-
ments from satellite signal processing channels that it is unable to track [23,24],
DPE is able to preserve that information from channels where the signal qual-
ity has deteriorated [25]. DPE is thus more robust than both scalar and vector
tracking [26]. A comparison of scalar tracking, vector tracking and DPE is given
in Table 1.1 on the next page.
1.2 Related Work
The increased robustness of DPE as compared to scalar and vector tracking has
been demonstrated in theory and simulations. Mathematical proofs of DPE with
lower asymptotic variance [27,28] and lower Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) [29,30]
under conditions of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) had been derived. In sim-
ulation, DPE was shown to have better performance for scenarios with poor
satellite geometry [31], low SNR [32, 33], receiver accelerations [34] and multi-
path environments [35–37].
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Approach
● Estimate intermediate range 
measurements
● Solve for the navigation solution 
using intermediate measurements
● Estimate intermediate range 
residual measurements
● Map intermediate measurement 
residuals to navigation residuals
● Maximize cross-correlation of 
expected GPS signal reception with 
received GPS signal at multiple 
navigation candidates
Remarks
● Susceptible to 
intermediate range 
estimation errors
● Susceptible to 
intermediate residual 
estimation errors
● Joint optimization 
across satellites
● Direct search
● Joint optimization 
across satellites
Scalar 
Tracking
Vector 
Tracking
Direct 
Position 
Estimation
Table 1.1: Comparison between scalar tracking, vector tracking and DPE.
However, apart from preliminary experiments in static outdoor conditions [38]
and indoor conditions [39], experimental validation and applications of DPE are
limited. In addition, although DPE provides a natural framework for including
prior information during its direct search for the navigation solution [40], prior
work on integrating additional navigation information into DPE is also limited.
1.3 Contributions of This Thesis
This thesis contributes by first experimentally validating the robustness of DPE.
It then uses DPE as a framework for deeply integrating additional navigation
information to improve the robustness of GPS positioning in urban environ-
ments and timing in critical infrastructures. The contributions of this thesis are
summarized in Figure 1.3 on the next page.
1.3.1 Experimental Validation of Direct Position
Estimation
We implemented a DPE receiver using a commercial radio frequency (RF) front
end and our PyGNSS software. We then conducted an experiment to validate
the robustness of DPE in weak signal environments. We collected live GPS
signals from a moving road vehicle on our university campus in Urbana, Illinois.
At the same time, on the same vehicle, we also collected a set of attenuated
signals, where the signals were attenuated by physically loosening the antenna
connection at the front end. We subsequently post-processed the signals. Our
DPE receiver accurately estimated the route taken by the vehicle in both strong
and weak signal environments, validating the accuracy of our DPE receiver and
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Theme : Improve GPS Robustness
Framework : Direct Position Estimation (DPE)
Application
Positioning in urban 
environments with 
multipath effects
Positioning in urban 
environments with low 
GPS signal availability
Timing for PMUs with 
potential jamming and 
spoofing attacks
Approach
Include NLOS GPS 
signals into the expected 
signal receptions of DPE
Deeply integrate camera 
images via joint image 
map-matching and DPE
Use known, static PMU 
location as prior 
information in DTE
Result
Improved robustness in 
terms of horizontal 
positioning accuracy
Improved robustness in 
terms of positioning 
availability
Improved robustness in 
terms of anti-jamming 
and anti-spoofing
Figure 1.3: Summary of the contributions in this thesis.
its robustness to weak signals.
In addition, we validated the robustness of DPE to jamming and meaconing
attacks. We collected live GPS signals under open-sky conditions, followed by
adding simulated jamming and meaconing signals to the collected signals. Our
DPE receiver demonstrated increased robustness to jamming and meaconing as
compared to scalar tracking.
1.3.2 Improve Positioning Robustness of DPE in Urban
Environments With Multipath Effects
To improve the robustness of DPE against multipath errors, we propose trans-
forming non-line-of-sight (NLOS) GPS signals from being unwanted interfer-
ences to useful navigation signals. We then include NLOS GPS signals into the
expected GPS signal reception as additional line-of-sight (LOS) GPS signals to
virtual satellites at mirror-image positions.
The satellite mirror-image positions and velocities are calculated by reflect-
ing satellite positions and velocities of reflection surfaces. We estimate building
reflection surfaces from available geo-referenced three-dimensional (3D) point
cloud maps. We then determine the expected visibility of satellite and satellite
mirror-images, searching for potential NLOS and LOS paths. Following that,
we include the signal contributions from potential paths into the expected GPS
signal receptions and use DPE for positioning.
We conducted experiments in front of the 50 m by 40 m wind tunnel located
at NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View, California, utilizing the
surface of the wind tunnel as a reflector of GPS signals. We demonstrated
through our experiment, improved robustness in terms of horizontal positioning
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accuracy due to the constructive integration of NLOS GPS signals.
1.3.3 Improve Positioning Robustness of DPE in Urban
Environments With Low GPS Signal Availability
In urban environments where GPS sensing is hindered by building obstruc-
tion, vision-based positioning benefits from the rich environmental features these
buildings provide. We thus propose addressing buildings as useful navigation
features instead of undesirable obstacles. We deeply integrate these additional
vision features via deeply fused joint image map-matching and DPE.
We compare a set of geo-referenced images against an image captured by an
onboard camera, searching for the geo-referenced image with the lowest accumu-
lated vision feature distance to the camera image. We then perform homography
verification on the results to reduce spurious matches. Following that, we fuse
the image map-matching solution and DPE solution using a navigation filter.
The fused navigation solution is used to initialize both image map-matching
and GPS DPE at the next time-step, closing the joint image map-matching and
GPS DPE navigation loop.
We conducted experiments with joint collections of camera images and GPS
signals on our university campus in Champaign, Illinois. We demonstrated,
through our experiment, improved robustness in terms of positioning availability
due to the additional vision information.
1.3.4 Improve Timing Robustness of DPE Against
Potential Jamming and Spoofing Attacks
GPS receivers are used for time synchronization of Phasor Measurement Units
(PMUs) in power systems [41]. PMUs are devices that provide high-fidelity,
high-rate measurements of currents and voltages at multiple nodes across the
power grid [42]. PMU measurements are currently not integrated into real-time
control of the power grid due to the vulnerability of GPS receivers to malicious
attacks. For robust PMU time synchronization, we propose using the static
GPS receiver location as prior information and reducing the navigation search
space to the timing parameters.
We estimate the 3D position of the static GPS receiver ahead of time. With
position-information-aiding (PIA), we re-formulate the DPE algorithm to esti-
mate only the clock bias and clock drift parameters. The information redun-
dancy gained from parameter reduction improves the robustness of DPE for
timing, Direct Time Estimation (DTE). To further enhance the robustness of
GPS time estimation, we incorporate a stable external oscillator, Chip Scale
Atomic Clock (CSAC), into the DTE receiver. The low-noise characteristics of
the CSAC is also incorporated via a timing filter.
We conducted experiments on the rooftop of our laboratory in Urbana, Illi-
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nois. We demonstrated improved robustness in terms of anti-jamming and anti-
spoofing, through adding simulated jamming and meaconing attacks on the
collected signals.
1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 introduces DPE and experimentally validates the robustness of DPE.
It first provides a model of the received GPS signal and a formal definition of
DPE. It then discusses our implementation and experiment results.
Chapter 3 focuses on multipath effects during urban navigation. It describes
the constructive use of NLOS GPS signals, caused by building reflection, as
additional LOS GPS signals to virtual satellites at mirror-image positions. In
addition, it details the calculations of satellite mirror-images and calculations
of available signal propagation paths.
Chapter 4 deals with low GPS signal availability during urban navigation,
exploiting environmental features to increase positioning availability. In partic-
ular, it details the deep fusion of camera images with GPS signals via close-loop
joint image map-matching and DPE.
While Chapters 3 and 4 address passive environmental challenges during
urban navigation, Chapter 5 tackles potential active threats during time syn-
chronization of PMUs in power systems. Chapter 5 describes DTE, an algorithm
for robust GPS time transfer that uses the known, static locations of PMUs for
parameter reduction.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Direct Position Estimation
This chapter builds the mathematical foundations for DPE and experimentally
validates the robustness of DPE. It begins by describing a model of the received
GPS signal, which is a function of signal code phases and carrier Doppler fre-
quencies. It then re-parameterizes the received GPS signal as a function of the
navigation parameters, generating the expected GPS signal receptions at navi-
gation candidates. A direct search in the navigation domain is then performed
using MLE on the vector correlation. We describe implementation optimization
techniques, followed by our implementation of a DPE receiver using a com-
mercial RF front end and our software receiver - PyGNSS. Finally, we present
experiment results demonstrating the robustness of DPE in weak signal, jam-
ming and meaconing scenarios.
2.1 Model of Received GPS Signal
The received GPS signal St{τ} is a superposition of multiple GPS satellite
signals Sit{τ} in signal noise Nt{τ}.
St{τ} ,
∑
i
Sit{τ}+Nt{τ} (2.1)
where the superscript “ i ” represents the ith satellite, the subscript “ t ”
denotes receiver time at the start of the sampling window and the index τ is a
vector of sampling times {0, 1fs , 2fs , ..., ∆T − 1fs } within the sampling window, in
units of seconds s. fs is the sampling frequency, in units of cycles per second/
Hertz Hz. ∆T is the duration of the sampling window/ coherent processing
interval in s.
Each digitized, baseband satellite signal Sit{τ} is composed of a navigation
bit sequence Dit{·}, a code sequence Gi{·} and a carrier sequence exp{·}.
Sit{τ} , aitDit{τ}Gi{(fC/A+
fC/A
fL1
f icarrd,t)τ+φ
i
code,t} exp{j2pi(f icarrd,tτ+φicarr,t)}
(2.2)
where the amplitude ait is modeled as a constant coefficient within the short
coherent processing interval ∆T . The navigation bit sequenceDit{·} is a low-rate
vector of ‘+1’ and ‘-1’, where each bit has a rectangular shape and a nominal
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bit width of 0.020 s. The code sequence Gi{·} of the ith satellite is a unique
Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) vector of
length LC/A = 1023 code chips. Each code chip has a rectangular shape and a
nominal chip width of TC/A = 0.001 s. The nominal GPS L1 C/A code chipping
rate fC/A is 1.023 × 106 chip·s−1. The carrier sequence exp{·} is a sinusoidal
vector containing the residual carrier Doppler frequency after downconversion
from the nominal GPS L1 carrier frequency fL1 at 1575.42×106 Hz to baseband.
We index Gi{·} in units of chips and exp{·} in units of radians. The code phase
φicode,t is expressed in chips. The residual carrier Doppler frequency f
i
carrd,t
is
expressed in Hz. The carrier phase φicarr,t is expressed in cycles.
2.2 Model of Expected Signal Receptions at
Navigation Candidates
To generate the expected signal receptions at candidate states, we first note that
the signal parameters φicode,t and f
i
carrd,t
of the ith satellite signal in Eq. (2.2)
can be expressed as functions of receiver and satellite navigation parameters
p, δt, p˙, δ˙t and pi, δti, p˙i, δ˙t
i
[19].
φicode,t =−
fC/A
c
(‖pi − p‖+ (cδt− cδti)) (2.3)
+ fC/A(t− TOWi −N icode,tTC/A)
f icarrd,t =−
fL1
c
(− (p
i − p)T
‖pi − p‖ (p˙− p˙
i) + (cδ˙t− cδ˙ti)) (2.4)
where the 3D receiver position vector p is defined as [x, y, z]T in m. The
receiver clock bias δt in s is multiplied by the speed of light c = 299792458 ms−1
and expressed as cδt in m. The 3D receiver velocity vector p˙ is defined as
[x˙, y˙, z˙]T in ms−1. The receiver clock drift δ˙t in s · s−1 is multiplied by c
and expressed as cδ˙t in ms−1. Similarly, the satellite navigation parameters
pi, cδti and p˙i, cδ˙t
i
are expressed in m and ms−1. In addition, pi, cδti, p˙i, cδ˙t
i
are calculated from the ephemerides. The Time-Of-Week TOWi is extracted
from the navigation bit sequence; N icode,t is the integer code period count since
TOWi. Position and velocity coordinates are expressed in the Earth-Centered-
Inertial (ECI) reference frame.
Using Eq. (2.3) and (2.4), Gi{·} and exp{·} in Sit{τ} of Eq. (2.2) are re-
parameterized as:
Gi{·} = Gi{(fC/A −
fC/A
c
(− (p
i − p)T
‖pi − p‖ (p˙− p˙
i) + (cδ˙t− cδ˙ti)))τ (2.5)
− fC/A
c
(‖pi − p‖+ (cδt− cδti)) + fC/A(t− TOWi −N icode,tTC/A)}
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exp{·} = exp{j2pi(−fL1
c
(− (p
i − p)T
‖pi − p‖ (p˙− p˙
i) + (cδ˙t− cδ˙ti))τ + φicarr,t)} (2.6)
The signal carrier phase φicarr,t is not considered in the re-parameterization.
It is sensitive to propagation errors, such as ionosphere delay, troposhere de-
lay and multipath effects [18], which are not easily represented using only
p, cδt, p˙, cδ˙t.
The expected signal reception Sˆit{τ} of the ith satellite signal is then gener-
ated by replacing p, cδt, p˙, cδ˙t of Eq. (2.2) in Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) with the hat
accented candidate navigation parameters pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c
ˆ˙
δt.
Gi{ˆ·} = Gi{(fC/A −
fC/A
c
(− (p
i − pˆ)T
‖pi − pˆ‖ (
ˆ˙p− p˙i) + (c ˆ˙δt− cδ˙ti)))τ (2.7)
− fC/A
c
(‖pi − pˆ‖+ (cδˆt− cδti)) + fC/A(t− TOWi −N icode,tTC/A)}
exp{ˆ·} = exp{j2pi(−fL1
c
(− (p
i − pˆ)T
‖pi − pˆ‖ (
ˆ˙p− p˙i) + (c ˆ˙δt− cδ˙ti))τ + φicarr,t} (2.8)
2.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation Using the
Vector Correlation
A direct search in the navigation domain is performed by maximizing the am-
plitude of the cross-correlation |corr(St{τ}, Sˆt{τ})| between St{τ} and Sˆt{τ} at
multiple navigation candidates [7, 14, 32, 38, 43], where Sˆt{τ} is the composite
expected signal reception from multiple satellites.
p¯, cδ¯t, ¯˙p, c
¯˙
δt = argmax
pˆ,cδˆt,ˆ˙p,c
ˆ˙
δt
|corr(St{τ}, Sˆt{τ})| (2.9)
where the bar accented navigation parameters p¯, cδ¯t, ¯˙p, c
¯˙
δt are the navigation
estimates. Although the subscript “ t ” is not indicated, the above navigation
quantities are referenced to a single receiver time t.
In this thesis, we use a variation of corr(St{τ}, Sˆt{τ}), known as the vector
correlation Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) [37].
p¯, cδ¯t, ¯˙p, c
¯˙
δt = argmax
pˆ,cδˆt,ˆ˙p,c
ˆ˙
δt
|Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| (2.10)
The vector correlation Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) is a robust measurement with cor-
relations Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) accumulated across multiple satellites.
Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) ,
∑
i
Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) , (2.11)
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where the correlation for a single satellite Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) is defined as
Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) ,
∑
τ
St{τ}Dit{τ}Gi{ˆ·} exp∗{ˆ·} , (2.12)
where Gi{ˆ·} and exp{ˆ·} were given in Eq. (2.7) and (2.8) and “ ∗ ” is the
complex conjugate operator.
An example of the shape of |Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| is shown in Figure 2.1.
posi
tion
 (No
rth)
position (East)
vector correlation 
amplitude
actual signal reception
at GPS antenna
expected signal reception at 
a navigation candidate
highest vector correlation
MLE solution
Figure 2.1: Shape of the vector correlation amplitude |Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)|, shown
in East-North position domain. The vector correlation is a robust measurement
with correlations Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) accumulated across multiple satellites.
2.3.1 Implementation Optimization Techniques
Co-estimation of position-clock-bias and velocity-clock-drift
We group the navigation parameters into 2 subsets of 4: position-clock-bias p,
cδt and velocity-clock-drift p˙, cδ˙t [14]. Co-estimation of position-clock-bias and
velocity-clock-drift reduces the number of navigation candidates by n
4
2 , in the
case of n candidate points for each of the 8 navigation search dimensions.
Estimation of position-clock-bias is relatively insensitive to departure from
the velocity-clock-drift search center and vice-versa [14]. This is because the
correlation amplitude with respect to position-clock-bias is maintained over a
relatively broad range; the same is true for the correlation amplitude with re-
spect to velocity-clock-drift. Thus, the estimation of position-clock-bias and
velocity-clock-drift parameters can be decoupled.
When decoupled, the correlation amplitude |Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t)| for varying
position-clock-bias candidates with respect to a velocity-clock-drift fixed near
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the velocity-clock-drift search center is given in Eq. (2.13). The correlation
amplitude |Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| for varying velocity-clock-drift candidates with re-
spect to a position-clock-bias fixed near the position-clock-bias search center is
given in Eq. (2.14).
|Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t)| ≈
{
1− |∆φicode,t| , 0 ≤ |∆φicode,t| ≤ 1
0 , otherwise
(2.13)
|Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| ≈ sinc(pi(∆f icarrd,t)∆T ) (2.14)
where
∆φicode,t = φˆ
i
code,t − φ¯icode,t (2.15)
≈ −fC/A
c
(−(pi − p)T (pˆ− p¯) + (cδˆt− cδ¯t))
∆f icarrd,t = fˆ
i
carrd,t
− f¯ icarrd,t (2.16)
≈ −fL1
c
(− (p
i − p)T
‖pi − p‖ (
ˆ˙p− ¯˙p) + (c ˆ˙δt− c ¯˙δt))
The expression for |Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t)| in Eq. (2.13) assumes successful navi-
gation bit and carrier wipeoff ait
Dit{·}Gi{·}exp{·} of the received signal Sit{τ}
near the velocity-clock-drift search center. The expression for |Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)|
in Eq. (2.14) assumes successful navigation bit and code wipeoff ait
Dit{·}Gi{·} exp{·}
of Sit{τ} near the position-clock-bias search center. The shape and width of
|Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t)| and |Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)|, normalized to an amplitude range of
[0, 1] are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Shape and width of (a) correlation amplitude |Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t)|
for varying position-clock-bias candidates with respect to a fixed velocity-clock-
drift; (b) correlation amplitude |Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| for varying velocity-clock-drift
candidates with respect to a fixed position-clock-bias.
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Non-Coherent Vector Correlation
As mentioned earlier, the vector correlation Rt(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) is a robust mea-
surement with correlations Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) accumulated across multiple satel-
lites. Eq. (2.10) and (2.11) shows MLE using a maximization of the coherently
accumulated vector correlation. However, since the signal carrier phase φicarr,t
is not re-parameterized and not estimated, as shown in Eq. (2.6) and (2.8), we
are unable to generate the coherently accumulated vector correlation. Instead,
we maximize the amplitude of the noncoherently accumulated vector correla-
tion [14,38].
p¯, cδ¯t, ¯˙p, c
¯˙
δt = argmax
pˆ,cδˆt,ˆ˙p,c
ˆ˙
δt
∑
i
|Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| (2.17)
Although the signal processing gain of a noncoherently accumulated vector
correlation in Eq. (2.17) is lower than that of a coherently accumulated vector
correlation in Eq. (2.10) and (2.11), the gain of a noncoherently accumulated
vector correlation is still higher than that of a correlation beween the expected
signal reception from a single satellite and the received signal [38]. DPE us-
ing the noncoherently accumulated vector correlation is thus more robust than
scalar and vector tracking which uses only correlations of single satellite signal
replicas with the received signal [18,38].
Batch Pre-Processing of Correlations Using Fast Fourier Transforms
The correlation Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t) for varying position-clock-bias candidates with
respect to a fixed velocity-clock-drift in Eq. (2.13) can be expressed as a series
of operations F−1(F∗(Gi{ˆ·})F(St{·}Dit{·} exp∗{·})), where F(·) is the Fourier
transform, F−1(·) is the inverse Fourier transform and F∗(·) is the complex
conjugate of F(·).
Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t) = F−1(F∗(Gi{(fC/A + fC/AfL1 f
i
carrd,t
)τ + φˆicode,t})
·F (St{τ}Dit{τ} exp{−j2pi(f icarrd,tτ)}))
(2.18)
Batch pre-processing using FFTs more efficiently calculates multiple correla-
tions. The batch pre-processed result of Eq. (2.18), however, is an array indexed
in terms of φˆicode,t. To form the vector correlation, we first calculate the φˆ
i
code,t
associated with each candidate p, cδt using Eq. (2.3). We then assign the FFT
results to the navigation candidates, using linear interpolation for φˆicode,t values
between FFT points. In addition, the operations are performed in parallel for
all navigation candidates.
Similarly, the correlation Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) for varying velocity-clock-drift
candidates with respect to a fixed position-clock-bias is the Fourier transform
F∗(St{·}Dit{·}Gi{·} exp∗{ˆ·})).
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Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt) =F (St{τ}Dit{τ}Gi{(fC/A + fC/AfL1 f icarrd,t)τ + φicode,t}
exp{−j2pi(fˆ icarrd,tτ)})
(2.19)
The batch pre-processed result of Eq. (2.19) is an array indexed in terms of
fˆ icarrd,t, which we assign to navigation candidates using Eq. (2.4).
Close-Loop Tracking Using a Kalman Filter and a Motion Model
To improve the robustness of DPE, we perform close-loop tracking of the navi-
gation solution [14,34,40]. Using a Kalman filter, we integrate information from
prior measurements into the estimation process [39]. The Kalman filter has two
main steps: a measurement update step and a time update step [44,45].
The measurement update at time t is given as follows.
Xt = (I −K)Xˆt +KX˜t (2.20)
Σt = (I −K)Σˆt (2.21)
K = Σˆt(Σˆt +W )
−1 (2.22)
where the current receiver state Xt, defined as a vector of receiver parameters
[x, y, z, cδt, x˙, y˙, z˙, cδ˙t], and the current state error Σt are estimated, taking into
account the measurement X˜t, the measurement noise W , the predicted state
Xˆt and the predicted state error Σˆt. In the special case where both W and
Σ are Gaussian distributed, the estimated solution is Minimum Mean Square
Error (MMSE) [45]. Nevertheless, the Kalman filter does not assume that the
errors are Gaussian distribution [44] and it aids in mitigating spurious navigation
solutions, due to noise, multipath and meaconing, via deeply integrating prior
navigation solutions into the estimation process [9].
In the time update step, we predict the next receiver state using a constant
acceleration motion model [14, 46–48], addressing vehicle accelerations using a
dynamic process noise model on the velocities [49–51].
Xˆt+∆T = FXt (2.23)
Σˆt+∆T = FΣtF
T +Qt (2.24)
where Xˆt+∆T and Σˆt+∆T are the predicted state and state error at time
t+ ∆T , F is the propagation matrix and Qt is the dynamic process noise.
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F =

1 0 0 0 ∆T 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 ∆T 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 ∆T 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ∆T
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(2.25)
Qk = F

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 σ2p˙t 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 σ2p˙t 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 σ2p˙t 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 σ2
cδ˙t

FT (2.26)
σp˙t = 1 + 250/(min(max(‖[x˙, y˙, z˙]‖2, 52), 252)) (2.27)
The dynamic process noise model captures the intuition that it is more
difficult for a vehicle’s velocity to change when its speed is large as compared to
when its speed is small. Thus, vehicle acceleration, modeled as noise, is lower
when the vehicle’s speed is large and higher when the vehicle’s speed is small.
The coefficients of σp˙t were determined from a least squares fit to acceleration
time data of a generic vehicle by [51]. The allan deviation σcδ˙t of the receiver
clock is obtained from the manufactorer’s datasheet.
2.4 Implementation and Experiment Results
We implemented a DPE receiver using commercial front end components and
our PyGNSS software receiver. The hardware front end consists of a patch
antenna [52] and a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [53]. Our
PyGNSS software receiver is object-oriented, coded in Python and executed in
IPython. We used the following objects and modules from PyGNSS: Channel,
Correlator, Ephemerides, NavGuess, RawFile, Receiver and satpos.
In our implementation, we perform navigation bit wipeoff before correlation
and coherent integration across ∆T = 20×10−3 s. We use the Ephemerides and
φicode,t in each Channel to predict navigation bit boundaries. For each Channel,
we separate the raw signal snippet into 1, 2 or 3 segments based on 0, 1 or
2 predicted navigation bit boundaries. We coherently integrate the segments,
iterating through possible sign combinations. We use the sign combination with
the highest amplitude to perform navigation bit wipeoff. Following navigation
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bit wipeoff, we use the Correlator in each Channel for batch pre-processing of
correlations via FFTs.
We generate 2 navigation subsets, X and X˙, using NavGuess. The param-
eter, range, separation and total number of points in each parameter search
dimension for each navigation subset is listed in Table 2.1. Using a range of
± 586.10 m on the p and cδt parameters and a range of ± 29.31 ms−1 on the
p˙ parameters adequately cover the range of |Rit(pˆ, cδˆt, p˙, cδ˙t)| and the range of
|Rit(p, cδt, ˆ˙p, c ˆ˙δt)| shown in Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) and illustrated in Figure 2.2.
With regards to the cδ˙t parameter, most GPS receivers are implemented with
low-drift clocks. We thus reduced the search range of the cδ˙t parameter to
± 0.38 ms−1. The total number of candidates our DPE receiver uses for each
signal tracking update is then 2 × (254) = 781250 navigation candidates, ini-
tialized around the predicted navigation solution. We perform vectorized calcu-
lations of expected signal reception parameters using the Ephemerides, satpos
and the navigation candidates. These expected signal reception parameters are
used to map the FFT results to the navigation candidates. Correlations are
then accumulated across multiple satellites to form the vector correlation. The
navigation solution is estimated from the vector correlation.
Number of navigation candidates in X: 254
Navigation
Parameter
Range Separation Number
of Points
x (East) ± 586.10 m 46.88 m 25
y (North) ± 586.10 m 46.88 m 25
z (Up) ± 586.10 m 46.88 m 25
cδt ± 586.10 m 46.88 m 25
Number of navigation candidates in X˙: 254
Navigation
Parameter
Range Separation Number
of Points
x˙ (East) ± 29.31 ms−1 2.34 ms−1 25
y˙ (North) ± 29.31 ms−1 2.34 ms−1 25
z˙ (Up) ± 29.31 ms−1 2.34 ms−1 25
cδ˙t ± 0.38 ms−1 0.03 ms−1 25
Total number of navigation candidates: 2 · (254)
Table 2.1: Navigation Candidates Initialization Parameters
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2.4.1 Experiment Validation of Robustness to Weak
Signals
We collected live GPS signals under open-sky conditions, with 9 satellites in
view, from the roof of a moving road vehicle at our university campus in Urbana,
Illinois. At the same time, on the same vehicle, we also collected a set of
attenuated signals, where the signals were attenuated by physically loosening
the antenna connection at the front end. The overall signal attenuation led to
each channel being attenuated by approximately 15 dB.
We post-processed the signals using our DPE receiver. Our DPE receiver
accurately estimated the route taken by the vehicle in both strong and weak
signal scenarios, as shown in Figure 2.3. This result validates the accuracy of
our DPE receiver and its robustness to weak signals.
2.4.2 Experiment Validation of Robustness to Jamming
and Meaconing Attacks
We collected live GPS signals under open-sky conditions from the roof of our
laboratory. Using the collected signals, we simulated jamming and meaconing
attacks in the following manner:
• Jamming using additive white noise: A random complex voltage
V = A cos Φ + jA sin Φ is added to each sample, where A ∼ N (0, σA) and
Φ ∼ U(0, 2pi). We simulate stronger jamming by increasing the standard
deviation of the amplitude σA.
• Meaconing using superposition with a conflicting signal: Another
signal collected at a location 1.25 miles away from the authentic signal
is superposed on the authentic signal. The meaconing signal attempts to
deceive the receiver into an incorrect navigation solution. We simulate
stronger meaconing by increasing the power ratio of the meaconing signal
to the authentic signal.
The jamming and meaconing results are given in Figure 2.5. As the strengths
of jamming and meaconing are increased, DPE remains robust while the per-
formance of scalar tracking is degraded. This result validates the robustness of
DPE to jamming and meaconing attacks.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Successful estimation of the route taken by a moving road vehicle.
(a) Strong signal scenario under open-sky conditions; (b) weak signal scenario
with signal attenuation of approximately 15 dB per channel. Each position
marker, plotted using Google Maps [54], corresponds to a DPE tracking update.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.4: DPE remains robust while scalar tracking is degraded by jamming.
(a) DPE code frequency residual; (b) DPE carrier frequency residual; (c) scalar
code frequency residual and (d) scalar carrier frequency residual. The above
plots were generated with the help of Arthur Hsi-Ping Chu.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.5: DPE remains robust while scalar tracking is degraded by meaconing.
(a) DPE code frequency residual; (b) DPE carrier frequency residual; (c) scalar
code frequency residual and (d) scalar carrier frequency residual. The above
plots were generated with the help of Arthur Hsi-Ping Chu.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we set the foundations for subsequent chapters through a for-
mal definition of DPE. We defined a signal model for the received GPS signal
and defined the vector correlation with which we performed MLE for the naviga-
tion parameters. We also described some implementation optimizations, includ-
ing co-estimation of the position-clock-bias and velocity-clock-drift parameters,
non-coherent vector correlation and batch pre-processing of correlations using
FFTs. In addition, we perform navigation tracking using a Kalman filter with a
constant acceleration motion model. We then implemented a DPE receiver and
experimentally validated its robustness to weak signals, jamming and meaconing
attacks.
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Chapter 3
DPE Utilizing
Non-Line-Of-Sight GPS
Signals
Building reflection in urban environments lead to the reception of multipath
signals which are superpositions of signals from more than one propagation
path. An example of a multipath signal is the superposition of a direct/ line-
of-sight (LOS) signal and an indirect/ non-line-of-sight (NLOS) GPS signal.
In this chapter, we focus on addressing the reception of NLOS GPS signals.
NLOS GPS signals are time-delayed, phase and frequency-shifted versions of
the LOS GPS signal. NLOS GPS signals lead to pseudorange errors, which
usually results in positioning errors [55]. Unlike existing algorithms that treat
NLOS GPS signals as unwanted interferences to be rejected or mitigated, we
constructively use NLOS GPS signals as additional navigation signals in DPE.
3.1 Related Work
Some existing approaches attempt to reject NLOS GPS signals at multiple stages
of GPS processing. At the antenna level, NLOS signals have been rejected using
right hand circular polarized (RHCP) and controlled radiation pattern antennas
(CRPA) [56,57]. At the correlation level, NLOS signals have also been rejected
using the narrow correlator, double-delta correlator, multipath estimating DLL
(MEDLL) and vision correlator [58–61]. At the measurement level, receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) has been used to reject pseudoranges
with inconsistent positioning residuals [62]. 3D maps were also used to predict
NLOS paths [63,64] and reject or de-weight affected pseudoranges [65–68].
NLOS GPS signals are also mitigated using robust filtering and joint signal
tracking techniques. They include the Kalman filter [69], particle filter [70],
vector tracking [19] and DPE [7, 25]. In addition, DPE has been augmented to
further mitigate multipath effects by including additional multipath delay and
drift parameters to be estimated [71].
An overview of approaches rejecting and mitigating NLOS GPS signals is
provided in Table 3.1. In urban environments where GPS signal availability
is limited, however, rejection of NLOS signals is not optimal. In addition,
mitigation techniques only reduce the effects of NLOS GPS signals; navigation
calculation is still susceptible to measurement estimation errors.
Other existing approaches constructively use affected NLOS pseudorange
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Reject Mitigate
• Antenna
– RHCP [56]
– CRPA [57]
• Correlator
– Narrow [58]
– Double-delta [59]
– MEDLL [60]
– Vision correlator [61]
• RAIM [62]
• 3D map [65–68]
• Bayes filtering
– Kalman filter [69]
– Particle filter [70]
• Joint signal tracking
– Vector tracking [19]
– DPE [7,25,71]
Table 3.1: Existing approaches that reject or mitigate NLOS GPS signals.
measurements in navigation calculation. Using information of building reflection
surfaces estimated from 3D maps, they model NLOS paths as LOS paths from
satellites to virtual receivers located at receiver mirror-image positions [72–74].
These approaches, however, are limited by degraded signal tracking and mea-
surement generation due to multipath fading. In addition, the biases of pseu-
doranges estimated via scalar tracking are hard to predict – multipath delays
do not always lead to positive pseudorange biases [55].
In contrast to approaches addressing NLOS signal reception at the mea-
surement level, we directly address and constructively use NLOS signals at the
signal level via DPE utilizing NLOS signals.
3.2 Our Approach
We propose the constructive use of NLOS GPS signals to improve the robustness
of DPE. Using building reflection surfaces as prior information, we model NLOS
paths as LOS paths to virtual satellites located at mirror-image positions, as
shown in Figure 3.1. We then directly include the contributions from NLOS
GPS signals as LOS signals to virtual satellites in DPE, as shown in Figure 3.2.
This deeply integrates NLOS GPS signals and provides an accurate description
of GPS signal propagation and reception, improving positioning robustness.
A block diagram of our approach is given in Figure 3.3. We first estimate
the building reflection surfaces, calculate satellite mirror-image positions and
velocities, determine possible LOS and NLOS paths then perform DPE including
contributions from NLOS GPS signals.
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virtual satellite
(mirror-image position)
GPS antenna
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) signal
becomes LOS signal to virtual satellite
line-of-sight (LOS) signals 
Figure 3.1: NLOS signal transformed from being an unwanted interference to an
additional LOS signal to a virtual satellite at the satellite mirror-image position.
posi
tion
 (No
rth)
position (East)
vector 
correlation 
amplitude
MLE solution
virtual satellite
(mirror-image position)
contribution from NLOS 
signal as LOS signal to 
virtual satellite
GPS antenna
expected signal reception at 
a navigation candidate
Figure 3.2: Vector correlation including the contribution from a NLOS GPS
signal as an additional LOS GPS signal to a virtual satellite at the mirror-image
position.
Initialize multiple candidates in the navigation domain
Calculate satellite position, velocity and time
Estimate building reflection surface3D map
Calculate satellite mirror-image position and velocity
Determine possible LOS & NLOS paths
Perform DPE including contribution from NLOS GPS signals
Figure 3.3: Block diagram of DPE utilizing NLOS GPS signals.
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3.2.1 Estimate Building Reflection Surface
Before the widespread availability of 3D building models, building boundaries
were estimated using optical [75] and infra-red (IR) sensors [76]. Nowadays,
3D building models are available in the form of geo-referenced 3D point cloud
maps [77]. Unfortunately, building reflection surfaces are typically missing from
available 3D point cloud maps generated using downward facing range sensors
installed on fixed-wing aircraft or satellites [77]. The first task is thus to generate
building reflection surfaces. We perform a coarse top-down extrapolation of the
top edge, with optional refinement using Lidar 3D point cloud scans.
Following that, for a planar surface, the unit normal n is estimated using at
least 2 vectors or 3 points on the surface.
n =
v21 × v31
‖v21 × v31‖ (3.1)
where v21 = p2 − p1, v31 = p3 − p1 and p1, p2, p3 are 3D coordinates of
points on the reflection surface.
3.2.2 Calculate Satellite Mirror-Image Position and
Velocity
We then calculate satellite mirror-image positions and velocities by reflecting
satellites across the estimated building reflection surface.
p˜i = pi − 2nT (pi − ps)n (3.2)
˙˜pi = p˙i − 2nT (p˙i − p˙s)n (3.3)
where p˜i and ˙˜pi are the mirror-image position and velocity of the ith satellite,
pi and p˙i are the position and velocity of the ith satellite, ps is an arbitrary
point on the surface. All positions and velocities are in the Earth-Centered-
Inertial (ECI) coordinates as the reflection model assumes light traveling in
straight lines; light travel in straight lines only in inertial reference frames.
3.2.3 Determine Possible LOS and NLOS Paths
After calculating satellite mirror-image positions for all satellites in view, we
determine potential signal propagation paths using satellite elevation-azimuth
visibility plots, which are local to each candidate position. A NLOS path be-
tween a candidate position and a satellite exists if the corresponding LOS path
to the satellite mirror-image intersects a building reflection surface. For a par-
ticular azimuth, a building intersection occurs when the elevation of the satellite
mirror-image is lower than the elevation of the building’s top edge, as shown
in Figure 3.4.
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LOS
NLOSreflected
no reflection
GPS antenna
reflection
surface
Figure 3.4: A NLOS path exist for a satellite whose LOS path from the candidate
position to the satellite mirror-image intersect a building reflection surface. For
a particular azimuth, this means that the elevation of the satellite mirror-image
is lower than the elevation of the building’s top edge.
3.2.4 Perform DPE Including Contributions From NLOS
GPS Signals
Finally, we generate the vector correlation including contributions from NLOS
GPS signals and directly estimate the navigation solution.
For the NLOS GPS signal to the ith satellite, the expected signal reception
parameters described in Eq. (2.7) and (2.8), of the correlation in Eq. (2.12),
are modified using the satellite mirror-image position and velocity, p˜i and ˜˙pi.
G˜i{ˆ·} = Gi{(fC/A −
fC/A
c
(− (p˜
i − pˆ)T
‖p˜i − pˆ‖ (
ˆ˙p− ˜˙pi) + (c ˆ˙δt− cδ˙ti)))τ (3.4)
− fC/A
c
(‖p˜i − pˆ‖+ (cδˆt− cδti)) + fC/A(t− TOWi −N icode,tTC/A)}
˜exp{ˆ·} = exp{−j2pi(−fL1
c
(− (p˜
i − pˆ)T
‖p˜i − pˆ‖ (
ˆ˙p− ˜˙pi) + (c ˆ˙δt− cδ˙ti))τ} (3.5)
The correlation between the received signal and the expected NLOS GPS
signal reception is subsequently non-coherently accumulated into the vector cor-
relation given in Eq. (2.17).
3.3 Implementation and Experiment Results
We implemented DPE utilizing NLOS GPS signals with commercial front end
components and our software receiver - PyGNSS. We used a signal sampling
rate of 5.0 MHz, 14-bit 0-IF complex sampling and 50 dB RF gain.
We conducted an experiment in front of the 53 m by 40 m wind tunnel [78]
located at NASA’s Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California, on 2016-
06-21 8:30AM PT, as shown in Figure 3.5. The material of the wind tunnel’s
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air intake valve’s vertical surface is a metal wire mesh with a grid spacing of
1.8 cm by 1.8 cm, as shown in Figure 3.6. This grid spacing is approximately
one tenth the carrier wavelength of the GPS L1 signal; the wire radius of the
mesh is much less than the grid spacing. Thus, the vertical surface of the air
intake valve acts as a reflector of GPS L1 signals.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Experiment setup in front of the 53 m by 40 m wind tunnel located
at NASA’s Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California [78]. (a) data
collection equipment; (b) wide angle photograph of the wind tunnel’s air intake
valve.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: The surface of the wind tunnel is a reflector of GPS signals. The
metal wire mesh has a grid size of 1.8 cm, lower than 110 the GPS L1 carrier
wavelenth λL1 = 19 cm.
We used a 3D point cloud map available via NOAA’s Data Access Viewer
(DAV) tool [77], as shown in Figure 3.7. We performed a coarse top-down
extrapolation of the wind tunnel’s top edge, followed by refinement using a
Lidar 3D point cloud scan [79] fitted via Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [80–82]
to the 3D point cloud map. The result is shown in Figure 3.8.
We then determined possible LOS and NLOS paths from satellite elevation-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Air intake of the wind tunnel; (a) 3D point cloud map available
from NOAA’s Data Access Viewer (DAV) tool [77, 83]. The vertical building
surface, contributing to GPS signal reflection, is missing; (b) view from Google
Maps shown for comparison [84].
Figure 3.8: Vertical building surface created using top-down extrapolation of
the wind tunnel’s top edge and subsequent fitting to a Lidar 3D point cloud
scan [79], which is shown in red. The above fitting was executed using Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) [80] in MATLAB [81,82], with the help of Akshay Shetty.
azimuth plots. Plotted in Figure 3.9 are the satellite positions, the satellite
mirror-image positions and the building reflection surface. In our experiment,
LOS paths exist to satellite PRNs 5, 7, 27, 28. In addition, a NLOS path exists
to satellite PRN 5. The presence of both LOS and NLOS signals for satellite
PRN 5 is verified by examining the amplitude of the scalar in-phase prompt
correlations over time. The in-phase prompt correlation amplitudes of satellite
PRN 5 exhibited a sinusoidal behavior due to multipath fading, characteristic of
tracking a superposition of both LOS and NLOS signals, as shown in Figure 3.10.
We then performed DPE, integrating the NLOS signal of satellite PRN 5
as an additional LOS signal to a virtual satellite at the satellite mirror-image
position and velocity. The vector correlation is shown in Figure 3.11. The color
of the position markers, plotted on Google Maps [54], represent the vector cor-
relation amplitude, normalized to a value between [0, 1]. Red indicates a high
amplitude while blue indicates a low amplitude. The navigation solution is di-
rectly estimated as a correlation-weighted mean of the navigation candidates, as
shown in Figure 3.12. DPE utilizing NLOS GPS signals demonstrated improved
horizontal positioning accuracy by 40 m, as compared to DPE.
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Figure 3.9: Satellite visibility plot with satellites in green, satellite mirror-images
in red and wind tunnel point cloud in gray. LOS paths exists for satellite PRN
5, 7, 27 and 28. A building intersection occurred in the LOS path to the mirror-
image of satellite PRN 5. Thus, a NLOS path also exists for satellite PRN 5.
Only satellites with received signals are shown.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.10: Only the in-phase prompt correlation of satellite PRN 5 exhibit a
sinusoidal behaviour due to multipath fading, characteristic of having both LOS
and NLOS signals. Since only the LOS path exists for the other satellites, their
in-phase prompt correlation exhibit a constant behaviour and do not exhibit a
sinusoidal behaviour.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Vector correlation for (a) DPE; (b) DPE including the contribu-
tion from the NLOS GPS signal of satellite PRN 5. The color of the position
markers, plotted on Google Maps [54], represent the normalized vector corre-
lation amplitude. Red indicates a high amplitude while blue indicates a low
amplitude.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: DPE utilizing NLOS GPS signals demonstrates improved horizon-
tal positioning accuracy by 40 m. (a) DPE; (b) DPE including the contribution
from the NLOS GPS signal of satellite PRN 5.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter described the use of NLOS signals in DPE. NLOS paths are mod-
eled as LOS paths to virtual satellites, located at the mirror-image positions and
velocities, reflected across building surfaces. We estimated building reflection
surfaces from geo-referenced 3D point cloud maps, with subsequent refinement
using Lidar 3D point cloud scans. We then calculated satellite mirror-image
positions from the estimated building reflection surface. Following that, we
presented a method for determining potential signal propagation paths using
elevation-azimuth coordinates. We generated the vector correlation using con-
tributions from both NLOS and LOS signals. Finally, we conducted an exper-
iment and demonstrated a reduction in horizontal positioning error by 40 m,
as compared to DPE. We showed that with appropriate use, NLOS signals can
become additional navigation signals that improved the robustness of DPE.
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Chapter 4
DPE and Map-Matching
Using Camera Images
In the previous chapter, we addressed the issue of NLOS GPS signal reception
caused by building reflection in urban environments. Buildings also obstruct
GPS signals, limiting GPS signal availability, leading to reduced GPS position-
ing availability. On the other hand, these buildings provide an abundance of
characterizing visual features. This chapter thus focuses on the constructive use
of visual features to improve the robustness of urban positioning via joint image
map-matching and GPS DPE.
4.1 Related Work
Some existing approaches stich camera images to simultaneously localize and
map (SLAM) the position and attitude of a camera relative to its initial position
and attitude [85,86]. Examples are Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) [87],
Large-Scale Direct monocular SLAM (LSD-SLAM) [88] and Semi-direct monoc-
ular Visual Odometry (SVO) [89]. In these SLAM-based approaches, GPS co-
ordinates were used as subsidiary information for geo-referencing [90]. In ur-
ban environments with multipath effects and limited GPS signal availability
however, GPS coordinates are degraded and not suitable for use in the above
manner.
Other existing approaches directly localize individual images via image map-
matching against geo-referenced image repositories such as Google Street View [91–
95]. For example, recreated panorama from a stream of camera images were
matched to panoramas from Google Street View [96]. Aerial-captured image
patches were also matched to Google Street View images [97]. To reduce com-
putational complexity, knowledge of the initial position was either implicitly
assumed or explicitly obtained via inaccurate GPS coordinates [98]. These
techniques that rely on GPS coordinates for initialization can greatly benefit
from improved GPS positioning which comes with improved GPS signal track-
ing, such as via feedback of the image map-matching solution. However, using
the image map-matching solution to in turn improve GPS signal tracking is not
easily achievable in conventional GPS signal tracking, such as scalar tracking.
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4.2 Our Approach
We deeply integrate camera images and GPS signals via joint image map-
matching and GPS DPE. We perform simultaneous direct navigation estima-
tions using both image map-matching and GPS DPE at each time step. We
then fuse the navigation estimates via a navigation filter and use the filtered
result to initialize both image map-matching and GPS DPE at each next time
step. This joint feedback increases the robustness of joint image map-matching
and GPS DPE.
A block diagram of our approach is given in Figure 4.1. We first extract
reference images from a geo-referenced image repository, perform image map-
matching then fuse the navigation solutions from both image map-matching and
GPS DPE using a navigation filter. The fused solution is then used as feedback
for close-loop tracking.
Initialize multiple 
candidates in the 
navigation domain
Perform GPS DPE
Extract images from 
geo-referenced image 
repository
Perform image 
map-matching
Image 
repository
Camera 
image
Fuse navigation solutions using a navigation filter
Feedback fused navigation solution to 
both image map-matching and GPS DPE
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of joint image map-matching and GPS DPE.
4.2.1 Image Map-Matching
Using an initial positioning solution, we extract reference images from a geo-
referenced image repository. We then match the camera image against the
geo-referenced images via feature detection, feature matching and homography
verification. The MLE solution is subsequently estimated as the location of the
reference image that best matched the camera image.
4.2.2 Deeply Fuse Image Map-Matching and GPS DPE
We first perform sensor synchronization, aligning the GPS receiver processing
time and rate in our PyGNSS software receiver to the fixed camera capture time
and rate. We vary the time-scale and time-shift of initial navigation solutions
estimated using only GPS DPE until they match the initial navigation solutions
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estimated using only image map-matching. After synchronization, we then fuse
the navigation solutions from both image map-matching and GPS DPE at each
time step. In addition, the fused result is used to initialize both image map-
matching and GPS DPE at each next time step, closing the overall joint image
map-matching and GPS DPE loop.
4.3 Implementation and Experiment Results
Our implementation consists of two main blocks – a camera image capture and
processing block and a GPS signal capture and processing block.
Images were captured using a Nexus 5X mobile phone with a frame rate of
30 frames per second, approximately 34 × 10−3 s between consecutive frames.
To minimize memory and image processing requirements, the lowest available
resolution of 720 × 1280 pixels was used. Images were then processed using the
Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) library [99].
GPS signals were collected using a patch antenna [52] and a SiGe GNSS V3
Sampler [100] connected to a laptop computer. To minimize memory and GPS
signal processing requirements, the 2-bit 0-IF complex sampled GPS signals were
downsampled to 2.046 MHz and converted to 2-bit phase information before
saving to a file. The collected GPS signals were processed and subsequently
fused with the processed camera images using our PyGNSS software receiver.
We conducted an experiment on a moving road vehicle in our university cam-
pus at Champaign, Illinois. We drove the vehicle from west to east on a straight
urban street. The coordinates of the start and end points, given in latitude and
longitude, are (40.110251o,−88.238057o) and (40.110251o,−88.228952o).
The GPS satellite visibility during the experiment is given in Figure 4.2.
The number of visible satellites fluctuated between 1 and 9. When the number
of satellites drops below 4, an iterative least squares solutions using pseudor-
ange measurements is not available. Using joint image map-matching and GPS
DPE, we improve the robustness of GPS positioning in terms of positioning
availability.
4.3.1 Extract Reference Images From Google Street
View
Using a spacing of 0.0001o in longitude, 92 images with heading = 90o were
downloaded using the Google Street View Java API [101]. This value, found
by trial-and-error, approximates the position sampling density of Google Street
View in our area of interest. 22 images were then removed as they were incor-
rectly geo-referenced or exact replicas of neighboring images. The remaining
70 images and their locations which we are using for image map-matching are
shown in Figure 4.3. The images are spaced approximately 8.5 m apart, thus
the image map-matching precision using these images is 8.5 m.
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Figure 4.2: GPS satellite visibility showing multiple times, in red, when GPS
signal availability was limited during this experiment. A satellite is “visible”
and contributing to the number of visible satellites if its SNR is greater than 30
dB.
4.3.2 Detect and Match Image Features
We used OpenCV, specifically the Python API [102], to perform image feature
detection, feature matching and homography verification.
OpenCV is object-oriented. We first create the feature detection and fea-
ture matching objects. In our implementation, we use the Oriented FAST and
Rotated BRIEF (ORB) features [103] along with brute-force matching.
Algorithm 4.1 Create feature detection and feature matching objects
import cv2
f e a t u r e d e t e c t o r = cv2 .ORB( )
f ea ture matcher = cv2 . BFMatcher ( )
Using the feature detection object, we detect key points and generate key
point descriptors for two images, where img1 is the camera image and img2 is
a Google Street View image from our set of 70 reference images.
Algorithm 4.2 Detect key points and generate key point descriptors
kp1 , des1 = f e a t u r e d e t e c t o r . detectAndCompute ( img1 )
kp2 , des2 = f e a t u r e d e t e c t o r . detectAndCompute ( img2 )
kp1 and kp2 are lists of key points, where each key point is described by a
(x,y) pixel coordinate. des1 and des2 are lists of key point descriptions, each
describing the visual characteristics of their corresponding key points.
We then perform feature matching, ignoring key points near the image
horizon where features converge and many detected key points lead to invalid
matches. The feature matcher returns a list of matching features in both images,
along with a feature distance for each match. The feature distance describes
the similarity between two key points, with smaller distances implying better
matches. We sort the matches in order of increasing feature distance.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Reference images extracted from Google Street View; (a) individual
images indexed from 0 to 69, with indexes increasing from left to right then
top to bottom. Each image is 640 x 360 pixels and converted to grayscale;
(b) reference locations as marked on Google Maps.
Algorithm 4.3 Match key points based on descriptors; sort matches
matches = feature matcher . match ( des1 , des2 )
matches = sor t ed (matches , [m. d i s t ance f o r m in matches ] )
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4.3.3 Verify Image Matching Homography
Using the matches, we pair key points from both images. We then retrieve
the pixel coordinates from matching key points and use them for homography
verification. Since different buildings in the image have different orientations,
the Random Sample Consensus algorithm (RANSAC) [104] is used for robust
homography estimation, where H is the transformation matrix from img1 to
img2 and inliers are matches that do not violate the estimated transformation.
Algorithm 4.4 Verify image homography using matching pixel coordinates
img1 pts = [ kp1 [m. queryIdx ] . pt f o r m in matches ]
img2 pts = [ kp2 [m. t r a i n Idx ] . pt f o r m in matches ]
H, i n l i e r s = cv2 . findHomography ( img1 pts , img2 pts , cv2 .RANSAC)
i f ( det (H) < 0) or ( i n l i e r s < 10) :
homography v e r i f i c a t i o n i s not s u c c e s s f u l
e l s e :
homography v e r i f i c a t i o n i s s u c c e s s f u l
If the determinant of H is negative or the number of inliers is less than
10, we declare that homography verification has failed and there is no match
between the two images.
4.3.4 Perform MLE Minimizing ‘Image Distance’
If homography verification is successful, we exclude outliers from our list of
sorted matches. We then sum the feature distances of the first ten remaining
matches. This sum is used as a measure of ‘image distance’, with lower distances
indicating better image matching.
Algorithm 4.5 Calculate image distance as sum of feature matching distances
img d i s t = sum ( [m. d i s t anc e f o r m in matches [ : 1 0 ] ] )
norm img dist = img d i s t /mean( img d i s t )
For a particular camera image, the above feature detection, feature match-
ing and homography verification steps are performed across all 70 reference
images. The MLE solution is given as the coordinate of the reference image
that minimizes the ‘image distance’. For analysis, the normalized image dis-
tance, defined as the image distance divided by the mean image distances of
matching images, is calculated as a metric. Shown in Figure 4.4 is a camera
image, the best match Google Street View image and the image distances found
using the above algorithm.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.4: Image map-matching results for a single camera image. (a) camera
image; (b) best match Google Street View image; (c) image distance; (d) nor-
malized image distance. The best matched image is circled in orange. Reference
images that failed homography verification are not shown.
4.3.5 Reject Spurious Image Map-Matching Solutions
Dynamic obstacles captured on camera and dynamic lighting conditions con-
tribute to spurious image map-matching solutions, as shown in Figure 4.5 on
the next page.
Using a heuristically determined threshold of 0.7 on the normalized im-
age distances, spurious image map-matching solutions were rejected, as shown
in Figure 4.6, also on the next page.
4.3.6 Synchronize GPS Processing With Image Capture
We then match the GPS DPE processing rate to the image capture rate. The
GPS signal is sampled at a rate of fs = 2.046× 106 Hz. To synchronize with an
image capture rate of 30 frames per second, we process 130 · 2.046× 106 = 68200
GPS signal samples per image frame. Following that, using the navigation
results, GPS DPE solutions are discarded to align with image capture time.
Further sample-level synchronization is not required. The synchronized results
are shown in Figure 4.7 on the following page.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5: Image map-matching results for the 3400 camera images captured
during our experiment. (a) normalized image distances; (b) navigation solu-
tions. Dynamic obstacles and lighting conditions contributed to many spurious
image map-matching solutions. Solutions above and below the normalized im-
age distance threshold of 0.7 are plotted in orange and black respectively. Only
the longitude is plotted as variations in latitude is minimal on the east-west
street.
Figure 4.6: Spurious image map-matching solutions were rejected based on a
threshold of 0.7 on the normalized image distance.
4.3.7 Fuse and Feedback Fused Navigation Solutions
After synchronization, image map-matching and GPS DPE solutions were fused
whenever image map-matching solutions exist. The navigation solutions from
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Figure 4.7: Using the navigation results from both image map-matching, in
orange, and GPS DPE, in blue, GPS DPE processing was synchronized to image
capture time and rate.
Figure 4.8: Joint image map-matching and GPS DPE demonstrated improved
GPS robustness in terms of availability and accuracy as compared to separate
implementations of image map-matching and GPS DPE.
both sensing modes are given equal weights and used as inputs to a navigation
filter. The fused result is propagated via a constant acceleration motion model
described in Section 2.3.1, then used as feedback to initialize both image map-
matching and GPS DPE at the next time step.
The navigation performance of joint image map-matching and GPS DPE as
compared to separate image map-matching and GPS DPE are shown in Fig-
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ure 4.8. In consideration of the multiple times with limited GPS signal avail-
ability shown in Figure 4.2, joint image map-matching and GPS DPE improved
GPS robustness in terms of availability. In addition, joint image map-matching
and GPS DPE demonstrated improved positioning robustness in terms of ac-
curacy as compared to separate implementations of image map-matching and
GPS DPE.
4.4 Summary
This chapter described the deep fusion of complementary vision sensing infor-
mation from an onboard camera via joint image map-matching and GPS DPE.
Using an initial position estimate, geo-tagged reference images were extracted
from Google Street View. Image map-matching was then performed using fea-
ture detection, feature extration and homography verfication. Following that,
using initial image map-matching and GPS DPE solutions, GPS DPE process-
ing was synchronized to camera capture time and rate. Image map-matching
and GPS DPE solutions were then fused at each time step and used as feedback
to initialize the next time step. Finally, we conducted an experiment using a
camera on a Nexus 5X mobile phone, a SiGe GNSS V3 Sampler, the OpenCV
software library and our PyGNSS software receiver. We experimentally demon-
strated that through deep fusion of camera images and GPS signals, joint image
map-matching and GPS DPE showed improved positioning robustness, in terms
of positioning availability, as compared to separate implementations of image
map-matching and GPS DPE.
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Chapter 5
Direct Time Estimation
Phasor measurement units (PMUs) use GPS time-stamps to synchronize current
and voltage measurements across multiple nodes in the power grid [42]. High fi-
delity, high-rate, synchronized PMU measurements can enhance real-time power
grid control. Unfortunately, the GPS time synchronization of PMUs is a poten-
tial point of entry for attacks on power systems, due to the low signal strength
and unencrypted nature of the civilian GPS signal [6]. Current use of PMU
measurements is thus limited to oﬄine analysis.
In this chapter, we tackle potential attacks that may disrupt the GPS time
synchronization of PMUs. To improve the robustness of GPS time transfer to
PMUs, we propose Direct Time Estimation (DTE).
5.1 Related Work
The effects of spoofing attacks on conventional GPS receivers were demonstrated
in [105] with spoofed ephemerides and in [106] with spoofed code delays. In
addition, the effects of spoofing attacks were also analyzed in simulation; with
spoofed PMU time synchronization leading to cascading faults and large-scale
power blackouts [6, 107].
For secure GPS time transfer to PMUs, a multi-layered approach has been
proposed [41,108]. Countermeasures to detect malicious timing attacks include
checking of received signal power [109] and cross-checking of received navigation
data [110], estimated satellite positions and estimated receiver positions against
additional information. For example, the state-of-the-art SEL-2488 PMU timing
receiver uses cross-check against navigation solutions from the Russian satellite
navigation system, GLONASS, to verify its GPS time estimation. When its GPS
time solution is jeopardized, SEL-2488 swaps from providing GPS-based time
to providing time using a crystal oscillator [111]. In a more sophisticated check,
cross-correlation of military P(Y) code against another network distributed GPS
receiver was proposed [112, 113]. The above countermeasures however, only
detect the presence of malicious attacks. They do not increase the robustness
of GPS time estimation.
On the other hand, in our prior work, we used the known, static locations
of PMUs as additional information to improve the robustness of GPS time
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estimation via position-information-aided vector tracking (PIAVT) [114, 115].
PIAVT however, linearises the non-linear navigation equations and is limited
by the linear range of scalar discriminations, similar to vector tracking. PIAVT
is thus not as robust as DTE.
5.2 Our Approach
In DTE, the accurately surveyed, static location of the GPS receiver is used
to eliminate invalid candidates with positions and velocities that differ from
the known priors by re-defining the DPE search range. The search space is
reduced from 8 dimensions to 2 dimensions, clock bias and clock drift, increasing
information redundancy and improving GPS time estimation robustness.
To further enhance the robustness of GPS time estimation, we incorporate
a stable external oscillator, Chip Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC), into the DTE
receiver. The low-noise characteristics of the CSAC is incorporated into the
time estimation process via a Kalman filter.
A block diagram of our approach is given in Figure 5.1. We first initialize
multiple candidates in the timing domain, then perform DTE using the known
position and velocity of the GPS receiver. In addition, we perform filtering of
our timing solutions using a Kalman filter and the known characteristics of the
stable external oscillator/ CSAC.
Initialize multiple candidates in 
the timing domain
Perform Direct Time EstimationKnown position and velocity of GPS receiver
Filtering of timing parameters 
using a Kalman filter
Known characteristics of 
stable external oscillator
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of Direct Time Estimation (DTE).
5.2.1 Perform DTE Across Timing Parameters
With knowledge of the accurately surveyed, static location of the GPS receiver,
the position and velocity parameters, p and p˙, are no longer parameters to be
estimated but known priors. We thus re-define the search range, reducing the
search space to just the clock bias and clock drift candidates, cδˆt and c
ˆ˙
δt.
cδ¯t, c
¯˙
δt = argmax
cδˆt,c
ˆ˙
δt
∑
i
|Rit(p, cδˆt, p˙, c ˆ˙δt)| (5.1)
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5.2.2 Incorporate Low-Noise Characteristics of Stable
External Time Source via a Timing Filter
Similar to improving position estimation robustness using navigation tracking
with a Kalman filter, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, we use a Kalman filter to
further improve the robustness of DTE. In addition, we incorporate a stable
external time source and its low-noise characteristics into DTE. The low-noise
characteristics of the stable external time source is integrated into the Kalman
filter as process noise covariances σcδt and/ or σcδ˙t. These values are typically
available from the manufacturer’s datasheet [116]. Using a timing filter and a
stable external time source aids in improving robustness against jamming and
spoofing attacks.
5.3 Implementation and Experiment Results
We implemented DTE using a USRP, triggered by a CSAC, and our PyGNSS
software receiver.
We conducted experiments on the roof of our laboratory in Urbana, Illinois
and subjected the collected GPS signals to simulated jamming and a form of
record-and-replay spoofing known as meaconing. Jamming was simulated using
20 dB of additive white noise. Meaconing was simulated using superposition
with a conflicting time-of-arrival (TOA) signal that has a 0.6 × 10−6 s delay.
The details of generating the jamming and meaconing signals are previously de-
scribed in Section 2.4.2. The robustness of DTE was then benchmarked against
scalar tracking.
Under 20 dB jamming, while scalar tracking exhibited increased measure-
ment noise in terms of code tracking and loss of lock in terms of carrier tracking,
DTE remains robust, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Under a meaconing attack where the power of the meaconing signal is 10
times the power of the authentic signal, while scalar tracking locked onto the
meaconing signal, DTE remains robust, as shown in Figure 5.3.
The encouraging DTE results are due to a few reasons. With regards to the
jamming attack, the vector correlation used in DTE provided more gain than
independent channel correlations used in scalar tracking [38]. With regards to
the meaconing attacks, the search space of DTE had been narrowed by elimi-
nating timing solutions associated with improbable positions and velocities. In
addition, the narrow bandwidth of the Kalman filter, set by the stable and low-
noise characteristics of the CSAC, rejected spurious measurements arising from
the meaconing attack.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2: DTE remains robust while scalar tracking is degraded by a 20 dB
jamming attack. (a) DTE code frequency residual; (b) DTE carrier frequency
residual; (c) scalar code frequency residual and (d) scalar carrier frequency
residual. The above plots were generated with the help of Arthur Hsi-Ping
Chu.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: DTE remains robust while scalar tracking falsely locked onto the
meaconing signal. The power of the meaconing signal is 10 times the power of
the authentic signal; both DTE and scalar tracking were first initialized onto the
authentic signal. (a) DTE code frequency residual; (b) DTE carrier frequency
residual; (c) scalar code frequency residual and (d) scalar carrier frequency
residual. The above plots were generated with the help of Arthur Hsi-Ping
Chu.
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5.4 Summary
GPS time synchronized PMU measurements are a great aid to real-time control
and analysis of modern electrical power systems. However, GPS time synchro-
nization through the weak and vulnerable civilian GPS signal presents a mode
of attack on the power system. As such, the use of GPS synchronized PMU
measurements is currently limited to oﬄine analysis. To improve GPS time
estimation robustness to malicious attacks, we proposed DTE.
DTE used the known, static PMU locations to improve the robustness
of GPS time estimation against jamming and spoofing attacks. We imple-
mented DTE using commerical front end components triggered by a CSAC and
our PyGNSS software receiver. Through experimental simulations, we demon-
strated DTE’s robustness to meaconing and jamming attacks. Compared to
scalar tracking, DTE continues to output reliable time and frequency measure-
ments in scenarios where the time solutions from scalar tracking are degraded.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In summary, we experimentally validated the robustness of DPE and strength-
ened the robustness of DPE with additional navigation information for posi-
tioning in urban environments and timing in critical infrastructures.
For positioning in urban environments with multipath effects, we trans-
formed NLOS GPS signals from being unwanted interferences to useful navi-
gation signals. We included NLOS GPS signals into the expected GPS signal
reception as additional LOS GPS signals to virtual satellites at mirror-image
positions. We experimentally demonstrated improved robustness in terms of
horizontal positioning accuracy due to the constructive integration of NLOS
GPS signals.
For positioning in urban environments with limited GPS signal availability,
we addressed buildings not as obstacles but as useful visual features for posi-
tioning. We deeply integrated these additional vision features via deeply fused
joint image map-matching and DPE. We demonstrated through our experiment
improved robustness in terms of positioning availability due to the additional
vision information.
For timing in critical infrastructures, in which GPS receivers are vulnerable
to malicious jamming and spoofing attacks, we used the static GPS receiver
location as prior information and reduced the navigation search space to the
timing parameters. The information redundancy gained from parameter reduc-
tion improves the robustness of DPE for timing, DTE. To further enhance the
robustness of DTE, we also incorporated a CSAC, integrating its stable low-
noise characteristic via a Kalman filter. We demonstrated improved robustness
through simulated jamming and meaconing attacks on collected GPS signals.
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